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Special Feetures, 
1 Horsefair Mews, Romsey, 

Hampshire.  SO51 8JG

 PLEASE 
REMEMBER 

to order in US sizes.
There is a size chart on
the back cover to help

you with the conversion.

Our range is available to order on our website, including our latest special
offers at www.narrowfitshoes.com.  As with the mail order catalogue you can
still call us or email us to place a no-obligation order for your size from the

U.S.   Orders placed before 2nd April will have FREE standard P&P.

Please remember that we take orders in the American US size.

To reduce waste and keep costs down, if you no longer require a paper form
of the catalogue please call or email us and we will update our records.

Call: 020 83 98 8810
Email: info@specialfeetures.com
Order: www.narrowfitshoes.com

We are open Monday to Friday 9.00am to 3.30 pm
Unlike most other mail order companies, Special Feetures isn't just a call

centre.  Simply pick up the phone and speak to one of our friendly
experienced members of staff.  Giving you personal, knowledgeable help

and advice before taking your order,

If you would like to visit and try
on shoes or arrange a collection

we offer appointments on
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday

between 9.00am to 2.00 pm.
Please call first so that we can

reserve the fitting room for your
visit and make sure we have the
shoes you'd like to try in stock. 

APPOINTMENT TO VIST OUR ROMSEY OFFICE

Romsey 
Abbey

Picture front cover River Page 1
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NEW

STYLE

SANDALS
RIVER

1

The River leather sandal designed
with criss cross straps, coupled with

an adjustable ankle strap for a
totally secure walking sandal.  The

memory foam cushioned and
contoured footbed with arch

support provides all day comfort.
 1¼” heel.

Black, Luggage, Red  or Ivory
US Sizes AA: 7 - 11

 B :7 - 11 & 12
 £135

 



2

NEW

STYLE

ROMI STITCH

The Romi Stitch sandal has
everything that you love from the
classic Romi styling.  Three fully
adjustable hook and loop straps,
lightweight flexible sole and soft
microfibre arch support footbed.

Leather upper with a soft lining on  
1¼” heel.

Black, Luggage, White, Fuchsia or
Pewter.

US Sizes AA: 7 - 11
 B :7 - 11 & 12 

 £129
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NEW

COLOUR

All three straps are completely
adjustable by hidden hook and loop
closures. Lovely metallic details add
flair to this supportive yet flattering

sandal.  Tiny Pillows footbeds provide
extreme cushioning with moderate

arch support. A stacked look 1” wedge
heel is the perfect height for you to

walk all day!.
Black, Navy or Natural Lizard Print

Patent Leather.
US Sizes AA: 7 - 11, 12 & 13 

 B :7 - 11, 12 & 13
 £145

 

 PLEASE 
REMEMBER 

to order in US sizes.
There is a size chart on
the back cover to help

you with the conversion.

CHLOE

3



NEW

COLOUR

4

CLEO

NEW

COLOUR

This minimalist style on a low heel has
a back strap with a modern buckle

shape and elastic insert for easy entry,  
a padded insole wrapped with

comfortable soft microfibre.  Latex
rubber outsole.  Upper is soft calf

leather.
 ½ “ Heel Height

Medium Tan, Navy or White Leather
US Sizes AA: 7 - 11 & 12 

 B : 7 - 12 & 13
£199

KITSY

NEW

STYLE

A leather wedge sandal with lovely
perfed uppers and criss-cross vamp
straps that are open and airy while

still providing support in all the
right places! An elasticized heel

strap adjusts to fit your foot
perfectly.  Tiny Pillows footbed

provides extreme cushioning and
the leather covered wedge heel on a

flexible unit bottom is the perfect
height to wear with all your favorite

outfits!
White Leather

Heel Height: 1 ½"
US Sizes AA: 7 - 12 & 13 

 B :7 - 12 & 13
 £139Order Online

www.narrowfitshoes,com
or ring 02083988810



 PLEASE 
REMEMBER 

to order in US sizes.
There is a size chart on
the back cover to help

you with the conversion.
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POOL

NEW

COLOURs

This strappy sandal gets its
perfect fit from hidden hook and
loop closures. Beautiful leathers

and decorative studs create a
lovely summer silhouette. The
contoured foot-bed with a soft,

microfibre sueded sock and Tiny
Pillows provide a massaging

effect to every step.  Cork 1 ¼”
wedge heel.

 Navy or Brown Multi Leather.
US Sizes AA: 7 -  11, 12 & 13 

 B :7 - 11, 12 & 13
 £149
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DEA & DEA
WOVEN

Smart low-heeled dress shoe, Dea has
an adjustable buckle sling-back strap

and elastic goring for a great fit.  A
contrasting patent round toe tip.  A
leather upper with a hidden V-gore

center vamp and fabric lining.  Rubber
sole.

Heel Height 1 ¼" .
Navy or Nude Leather
US Sizes AA: 7 - 12 & 13 

 B :7 - 12 & 13
 £135

 

DEA

DEA WOVEN

The Dea Woven  is a tailored
sling-back design with a  

leather upper. Adjustable
slingback with hidden stretch
for a perfect fit. Lining is silky-

soft microfibre with light
padding underneath.

Comfortable foam footbed and
non-slip fabric forefoot.

Heel Height 1 ¼"
White or Bone Leather.
 US Sizes AA: 7 - 11 & 12 

 B :7 - 11 & 12
 £135 

 PLEASE 
REMEMBER 

to order in US sizes.
There is a size chart on
the back cover to help

you with the conversion.
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55

HEELS

Doris is a classic style . Leather
Uppers, with a soft cotton lining

and a centre gore for a perfect fit.  
1¼" Heel.

Black or Navy Leather
 US Sizes AA: 7 - 12 & 13 

              B :7 - 12 & 13
   £129

DORIS

The Daria is a 1¾" block heel leather
court shoe that has a cushioned

footbed with arch support.
Synthetic rubber sole.

Black, Beige, Luggage or Navy
Leather

                     US Sizes AA: 7 - 11 & 12
                                        B:7 - 11 & 12

           £135

DARIA

7



The Demi is ready for dancing or a night
out with a cross-strap design of elasticized

gore straps for a custom fit. 
 2"  Heel.  The footbed is cushioned and

has arch support. Leather Upper and
synthetic Rubber soles. Soft man-made

Nappa linings.
Black or Navy Leather
 US Sizes AA: 7 - 11 & 12 

               B : 7 - 11 & 12
£135

Classic leather kitten heel with soft man-
made Nappa upper lining.  Arch support

and flexibility with a cushioned
polyurethance footbed.  Synthetic sole. 

 2" heel height.
Black, Nude or Navy Leather

 US Sizes AA: 7 - 11 & 12 
                B : 7 - 11 & 12

£145

DEMI

A stretch fabric dress shoe.  The
Cindi has an ornamental strap and
metal ornament.  The fabric upper

has been treated for water
resistance.  The riveted steel shank

will give you ultmiate support.   
Removable contoured footbed.

 1¼" Heel.
Black Micro or Navy Micro

 US Sizes AA: 7 - 12 
                         B :7 - 12 & 13

         £229

KIERA

CINDI II

8



EAGAN

Smartly styled, yet with complete
attention to comfort and fit, Eagen is

the perfect combo of a loafer and a
pump! Made in lovely lizard print

patent leather uppers with dual goring
for easy on and off, Eagan has an on-
trend squared toe with plenty of toe
room. Inside you’ll find cushioned
Tiny Pillows insoles and soft, knit

linings. Set on a 1 ⅜” heel,
Black Lizard, Brown Lizard or Navy

Lizard
US Sizes AA: 7 -  11 , 12 & 13
                      B: 7 - 11 , 12 & 13

 £169

ASH

Vegan synthetic upper, with elastic
goring on both sides for a great fit.  

Features a comfortable toe shape and
stacked heel.  Slip-resistant lightweight

flexible rubberised sole.  
Heel Height 1 ¼" .

Black, Navy orFudge
 US Sizes AA: 7 - 12  & 13 

               B :7 - 12 & 13
£ 125

 SLIP-ONS

 PLEASE 
REMEMBER 

to order in US sizes.
There is a size chart on
the back cover to help

you with the conversion.
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NEW

COLOURs

Uplift your everyday look with
the relaxed yet elegant Fiora

loafer. Made from luxe leather,
this slip-on features a cushioned

insole to offer incredible foot
support and a rubber lug sole for
improved traction.  The footbed
is cushioned and removable.The

unique bow detail adds to the
appeal.

Heel Height 1 ¼"
Black, Luggage or Navy Leather

US Sizes AA: 7 - 11 
 B : 7 - 11 & 12

£145

 

FIORA

10

Farah Leather Loafer is a slip on
shoe with  decorative laces.  

Featuring a cushioned
removable insole to offer

incredible foot support and a
rugged light and flexible sole.  

Heel Height 1 ¼"
Black Leather

US Sizes AA: 7 - 11 
 B : 7 - 11 & 12

£145

 

FARAH

NEW

STYLE



An intricate herringbone weave Liz a
whole new look. Hand-woven artisan

craftsmanship is further elevated
with rich colors and subtle

burnishing.  Leather  unlined upper.
Heel height ⅝"
Bone Leather

 US Sizes AA: 7 - 11 & 12
               B :7 - 11 & 12

£129

The classic loafer style
complimented with decorative

tassels.
Unlined leather upper, cushioned
leather footbed and Lightweight

flexible rubberised sole.  
 Heel height ⅝"

Black or Luggage Leather
 US Sizes AA: 7 - 11  

                           B :7 - 11 & 12
£145

Liz features a unique basket weave
pattern, and easy slip-on design. A

padded insole and flexible,
lightweight rubberised outer sole
finish off this great classic style.

Leather Upper. 
Heel height ⅝"

Black, Navy or Black Cherry Leather
 US Sizes AA: 7 - 12  & 13 

                  B :7 - 12  & 13
£129

LIZ WOVEN

LIZ III

LIZ TASSEL

11



The Greyson flat has decorative
leather strips on the toe for a tailored
look.  They have leather upper with a
soft microfibre lining. Slip-resistant
lightweight flexible rubberised sole

and a cushioned polyurethane
footbed.  Heel Height ¾"

Black Leather, Stone Suede or Navy
Patent

US Sizes AA:  7 - 11 
                        B : 7 - 11 & 12

£145

PUMPS 
NEW

COLOUR

GREYSON

Samantha (Super Soft Vegan
Leather) man-made Women's Slip
on pumps. Square-toe silhouette,
comfortable textile lining and a

moulded rubber unit sole.
Removable cushioned footbed with

arch support. Heel height ⅝"
Champagne, Black  or Navy

 US Sizes AA: 7 - 11 & 12 
                B :7 - 11 & 12

£135

SAMANTHA

12



Vista is a modern square toe shoe with
a mini-wedge sole and premium

leathers. The sole is flexible with a
sure-grip and the removable footbed is

cushioned for comfort.  Microfibre
upper lining and soft man-made

nappa footbed lining.  
Heel height ½"

Black, Luggage, Taupe, Red 
  or Royal Blue Nubuck

 US Sizes AA: 7 - 11 
                             B :7 - 11  & 12

£135

NEW

COLOURs

VISTA

13

TRISH
 Trish are made from soft suede in a
classic penny loafer style, Trish also

gives you super-soft cushioning, a
roomy toe box and an elasticized

topline that provides ultimate fit and
comfort.  Cushioned Tiny Pillows

insoles have moderate arch support
and help absorb shock while on your

feet, but are also removable to
accommodate an orthotic. The ¾”

stacked heel is perfect for walking all
day!

Fitting Advice:  Order up a size for
best fit.

Black, Praline or Navy
 US Sizes AA: 7 - 11, 12  & 13 
                       B : 7 - 11, 12 & 13 

   £169



 Elastic criss-crossing straps on the toe
give the Stella a casual comfortable

look. Leather upper with soft microfibre
lining.   The removable footbed is

cushioned and has arch support.  Heel
height ⅝"

Navy, Black or Ivory Leather
US Sizes AA: 7 - 11 & 12

                 B : 7 - 11 & 12

£135

14

SIZZLE
The ballerina flat, Sizzle, is dressed up

with classy metal ornament buckle
detail covering the toe. A great everyday

walking shoe tailored flat for work or
play.   Slip-resistent rubber non-

marking sole,  Tricot fabric upper lining
and cushioned polyurethane footbed

 support. Heel height ⅝"
Black  Leather

 US Sizes AA: 7 - 11 & 12 
                B :7 - 11 & 12

  £139
SAGE

Scalloped edging gives the Sage
loafer a cute feminine flare. The

removable footbed is cushioned and
has arch support.  Man-made upper,

soft microfibre footbed & upper
lining. 

 Heel height ⅝"
Black , Navy or White

 US Sizes AA: 7 - 11
                            B :7 - 11 & 12 

          £135

STELLA

NEW

COLOUR

NEW

COLOUR



NEW

STYLE

15

Espadrille style with linen
fabrics and elastic goring on

both sides. A cushioned
footbed with arch support is

removable and the unit rubber
sole is supportive and slip

resistant. A soft lined upper
cradles your foot in comfort.

Blue Textile.  Height 1"
US Sizes AA: 7 - 11 & 12

                 B : 7 - 11 & 12
   £129

TRAVELER
Comfortable for both work and leisure the

Traveler is made with  stretch fabric,
treated for water resistance.  The low,

wedge, TPU outsole is flexible and
lightweight. Includes a steel shank for
lateral stability and all-day comfort.  

Removable footbed.  The inside counter
pocket contains pig suede.  Heel height ¾"

Black or Navy fabric
 US Sizes AA: 7 - 12  

(Limited stock on Black 13 AA) 
                B :7 - 12 & 13

£209

ACCENT

ORLEANS
Made from full grain leather uppers,

the Orleans has dual goring making it
easy to slip on and off. A lightly padded
collar comforts your heel.  Removable
Tiny Pillows® foot bed insoles massage

your every step.  The unit bottom is
flexible and moves naturally with your
foot and it includes built-in tread for

slip resistance. Heel height:  1 ¼”
Tan Leather

AA -  7 - 11 & 12 & 13
£165



A shoe for all seasons, the Joliet II
with the padded collar and hook &

loop strap is a must have for your foot
comfort. The riveted steel shank adds

lateral stability for all-day comfort. 
The upper  of soft goat suede and

fabric is treated for water resistance.   
Contoured insole with riveted steel

shank for lateral stability.  
Removable footbed is orthotic

friendly.
Black or Khaki

 US Sizes AA: 7 - 12  
                          B :7 - 12 & 13

   £249

The Berkley is a sensational style
on an ongoing last and outsole.

Softly milled cow leather to
conform to the foot.  The zip is for
ornamental use only, the elastic

inserts enable  you to slip these on
easily. They have a steel shank for

ultimate support and stability,
contoured insole with riveted

shank & removable polyurethane
contoured footbed.

Heel Height   ¾"
Black or Red Leather

 US Sizes AA: 7 - 12 & 13 
                  B :7 - 12 & 13

    £249

JOLIET II

BERKLEY

16



 The MJ has a covered, functional
buckle holding your foot in place,

and elastic under the buckle to easily
slide your foot in or out. Handcrafted
with quality materials; a removable

contoured footbed.  Half-inch hidden
wedge for support and comfort.  

Latex rubber outsole
Black Leather or Ginger Suede

 US Sizes AA: 7 - 11
                          B: 7 - 12 & 13

           £229

NEW

COLOUR

MARY-JANES

MUNRO MJ

CHELSEA
The Chelsea is  crafted from
high quality, supple leather,  

accented with beautiful cut out
details.  It fastens with an

adjustable touch strap. The
durable, flexible, rubber
outsole provides added

comfort and flexibility.  Foam
padded insole.  Heel Height 1"

Black or Navy  Leather
 US Sizes AA: 7 - 11 & 12 & 13  

                 B : 7 - 11 & 12 & 13
  £155

Upper is kid suede treated for water resistance

Black upper is supple lamb leather

17
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Willis is a sleek tailored oxford set
upon a lightweight platform that

features a rubber outsole for extra
cushion and grip. Supple leather and
lined with soft microfibre. Willis also

has a soft lined footbed with great
arch support that is removable for
people who prefer to use orthotics.  

Heel height 1⅜"
 Black, Leather

 US Sizes AA: 7 - 11 & 12
 B :7 - 11 & 12

£135

LIZZIE HERRINGBONE

The Lizzie Herringbone is a
classically tailored oxford with

hand-woven rich leather upper and
subtle burnishing. A padded collar
and cushioned footbed deliver the

comfort you want.
Heel height ⅝"

Luggage, Black, Burgundy or Navy
Leather

 US Sizes AA: 7 - 11
                              B :7 - 11  & 12

           £145

WILLIS

LACE-UPS
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 PLEASE 
REMEMBER 

to order in US sizes.
There is a size chart on
the back cover to help

you with the conversion.

This classic lace-up gets a boost of
airy styling with perforated details in
genuine leather nubuck uppers. The

lightweight, flexible construction will
remind you of your favorite slippers,

while the removable Tiny Pillows
insoles with enhanced arch support
will allow you to walk comfortably

wherever you go! 
Heel Height 1 ⅛”

Navy Nubuck Leather
Limited sizes:

AA - 7, 7.5, 9, 9.5, 10, 10.5, 11 & 13
£185

DESTIN

This Casual lace up gives all year round style.  
Leather and manmade upper, with deep

lacing for maximum fit adjustment.  Padded
collar with removable insole and arch

support. Polyester upper and footbed lining. 
1 " Heel.

Black Smooth or Navy Quilted
Limited stock : US Sizes AA: 7 - 11
                                                B: 7 - 11 & 12

          £119

ADORE



The ultra-lightweight outsole will
make every day feel like a walk in the
park. Piper is made in a combination
of suede & fabric with leather accents.

Combination Polyurethane & TPU
outsole,  Ultra lightweight, flexible

and shock absorbent. ¾ " Heel.  
Removable contoured footbed with
arch for more support and comfort.  
Inside counter pocket is pig suede.

Black Suede/Fabric Combo or 
White Combo

US Sizes AA: 7 - 11
                            B: 7 - 11 & 12

         £239

Soft tumbled leather casual shoe. An
adjustable fit with oxford lacing and

quick slip off and on side zipper.  
Contoured insole with riveted shank

for lateral stability and all day
comfort

Removable Padded Insole.
Black or White Leather

US Sizes AA: 7 - 11  
                B: 7 - 12 

         £245

JAMIE

NEW

COLOUR

20

PIPER

www.narrowfitshoes,com
or ring 02083988810

Order Online



Precision knit mesh uppers combines
contrasting colours.  The moulded EVA

footbed adds cushioning for long-lasting
comfort and is removable to accommodate

custom orthotics for a more personalised fit.
The rubber outsole delivers maximum
traction and stability.   Fully machine

washable. 
Berry/Blue or Light Grey/Light Blue

US Sizes AA:  7 - 11 
              B : 7 - 11

      £125

Stability Fly with a precision knit mesh upper for
stylish comfort you have come to trust in our Stability

series with a roomy toe box so toes have space to
spread out improving stability.

Silver/White, Black/Berry, Sand/White, Denim/White
US Sizes AA:   7-11, 12 & 13

              B : 7-11,12 & 13
      £109

STABILITY FLY

WASHABLE WALKER EVOLUTION

21

NEW

STYLE



TRAVEL WALKER II

Breathable mesh upper with padded collar.  Abrasion-resistant
toe cap. EVA insole keeps feet comfortable and odour-free
Lightweight EVA midsole with rubber inserts for traction.  

Adjustable bungee and toggle lace-up with heel loop for an easy
fit. 

Navy/Melon, Red, Black, Taupe, White or Grey/Mint
US Sizes AA:  7 - 10 & 11

                      B : 7 - 10, 11 & 12
£109

The Washable Walker  are perfect for
everyday use. Ideal for walking and light

exercise.  Supportive heel counter and
lightweight. Removable footbed and arch

supporting cushioned EVA midsole ensure
the best fit and comfort all day.  Fully

machine washable. 
Black leather, White leather, Bone Leather

 & Royal Leather/Nubuck
US Sizes AAAA (fits AA): 7 - 11

         AA (fits B) : 7 - 11
For length go up half a size from your normal

size
£129

WASHABLE WALKER

22
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This walking shoe design has leather uppers with a roomy toe box so toes
have space to spread, improving stability.  The PU insole features a heel pad

and cushioning ridges for superior comfort. 
Black Leather, White Leather

US Sizes AA: 7-11, 12 & 13 
£139

SIZING NOTE: This shoe tends to run short, we recommend ordering up
half a size

Propet Stability Walker is a durable walking  shoe. Features include leather
uppers, removable footbed,  rubber outsole, and a roomy toe box

These shoes provide comfort through a padded tongue and collar and arch
support from an EVA midsole.
Black Leather, White Leather

US Sizes AA:  7-11,12 & 13 
£139

SIZING NOTE: This shoe tends to run short, we recommend ordering up half a size

STABILITY WALKER

STABILITY WALKER STRAP



 PLEASE 
REMEMBER 

to order in US sizes.
There is a size chart on
the back cover to help

you with the conversion.
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This great-looking athletic shoe features a
mesh and synthetic upper. The double

footbed means extra volume and
adjustability and  foam insole combined

with the lightweight EVA outsole with
rubber inserts provides cushioned

comfort that lasts all day long. Breathable
precision knit seamless mesh with a

padded collar and tongue. Supportive
heel counter and reflective heel tab.
Grey/Berry, Lavender/Grey or Navy

 US Sizes:  AA: 7 - 11, 12 & 13 
             B:  7 - 11, 12 & 13

£149

ONE LT

PERFORMANCE

Traditional white leather upper atop
classic cushioning.  EVA footbed,

ABZORB midsole and non-marking  
outsole

Limited Stock. US Sizes:  B: 7 - 11
£75

624 V5
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Antonia is a smart five-eye bootie,  Blind eyelets &
colour matched zips expand the range of

wardrobe possibilities.  Removable contoured
footbed with arch for more support and comfort.

Black leather or Fawn suede
US Sizes:  AA:  7 - 11 & 12
                       B: 7 - 12 & 13

                £249

DANI LACE

BRADLEY II
The popular Bradley ll rugged,

casual, boot with, 5-eyelet lacing,
and inside zipper.  The calf nubuck

has been treated for water
resistance. A  great-fitting,

comfortable, and lightweight boot.  
XL Extralight moulded outsole and

removable contoured insole.
Moss Green Nubuck or Black

Nubuck
  US Sizes  AA: 7 - 11

                            B: 7 - 11 & 12
            £255 

25

The Classic Dani  lace up ankle boot
with cuff.  Nylon upper with faux

shearling lining. Scotchgard treated for
water & salt resistance.    Flexible and
durable rubber insole for cushioned

comfort.
 Bordo, Black or Navy
US Sizes AA: 7-10 & 11

               B: 7-10 & 11
     £129 

ANTONIA

ANKLE BOOTS



SLIPPERS

Lightweight with a rubber sole.  Sheepskin
lining and suede upper.

Half back slip on design ½" heel.
Navy Suede

US Sizes 7 - 13 (whole sizes only)
£58

Attractive stitch detail with soft leather
upper.  Full-length, foam padded insole for

lasting comfort.
Lightweight and breathable lining.

¾" heel, suitable for indoor use only.
Black Leather

US Sizes AA: 7-10 & 11 & 12
£79

26

AUDREY MEMORY

Full slip on slipper with rubber sole.  Stretch
velour upper for superb fit.  Addition of

memory insole for comfortable cushioned fit.
Navy, Heather or Black

US Sizes 7 - 11 (whole sizes only)
£45special feetures

BECKY

MEG



Denim Canvas upper with rope laces add a
nautical flare, and stretch gore under the  
tongue allow you to slip them on and off

hands-free. The foam-padded footbed
supports your foot and provides all-day

comfort. The 1" rubber outsole makes these
shoes perfect for walking.

 Blue/Gold studs AA - 9.5
                      B - 7.5, 8, 8.5,  9, 10, 11.5 & 12
Black AA - 7, 9.5, 10, 10.5 & 11.5
                      B  - 7.5, 8, 9, 9.5, 10, 10.5, 11.5 & 12
 Sand AA - 10, 11.5, & 12 (9 AAA)
                      B - 7.5, 8.5, 9, 9.5, 10, 10.5 & 11.5

 NOW £99

27

LUCCA

CALYPSO

LIMITED STOCK - NOW £99
CLEVER

Crafted with traditional Italian design,
these sophisticated two eyelet

moccasins feature a full leather lining
and a leather sole with a half rubber

cover for added durability. A subtle 1"
heel completes the timeless look.

Black or Navy
AA - 7 -12
B - 7 - 11.5

NOW £99

Cross-strap comfort shoes made of flexible
fabric.  A fully cushioned footbed soothes
your feet. While the stretchy elastic straps

gently hug your feet. 1" Heel
Tan AA - 8, 8.5, 10, 11 & 12   
          B - 7, 7.5, 8.5, 9, 9.5, 10 & 11
Blue AA - 7, 8.5, & 13 
           B - 8.5, 10 & 13
Black AA - 7, 8.5, 9.5, 10, & 10.5 

 NOW £99
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A stretch fabric strappy sandal. The
suede T-strap and heel strap are

printed for a great contrast to the
sandal. Heel Height ¾"

Black
Sizes: AA - 7, 8.5 & 11

B - 7.5, 8.5, 9, 10, 10.5 & 11
 £129

VALERIE
The strappy design features supple

leather and adjusts with hook-and-loop
tabs for the best possible fit. Durable

rubber sole and thick padded footbed
with massaging bubbles on it for a light

and airy feel with each step. Heel Height 1"
Black: AA - 7.5, 8, 9.5,10, 10.5 & 11

B - 7
White: B - 10 & 13

Black Gator: AA -  7.5, 8, 10, 12 & 13
B - 11 & 13

Navy Lizard: AA - 7.5, 9.5, 10 & 11
B - 9.5 & 10

£129

This patchwork leather/suede/patent
sandal with a hook & loop back strap

comes together with a leather-
wrapped buckle and 1¼”  heel.

Black: AA - 7, 8.5, 9  & 10.5
Taupe: 7, 9 & 10.5

 £149

LIMITED SIZES - DISCONTINUED STYLES
DARIAN II

FRANCES

Check Online
for up to date availability



PERSONAL FITTING CHART
Measurements of your feet enable us to give you the best advice on your size.
Please get an accurate outline of your feet.  Please provide the information as
requested below together with your name, address and contact details.
This is only a guide and different shoes may fit slightly differently. 

Do you consider your arch is 

           High -                    Average  -                  Low -                        Flat -                       Unsure -            

Do you wear arch supports (orthotics)?   YES                              NO

Is there anything else that affects how shoes fit you?

Please note below shoe purchases in the last couple of years - brand, size/width:

 STEP 1  - LENGTH - Measure between the dots from A to B:

RIGHT                                     cm                               LEFT                                           cm

 STEP 2  -  FOOTPRINT - Measure between the dots from C to D:

      RIGHT                                    cm                                  LEFT                                          cm

 STEP 3  -  WIDTH FITTING - Measure all the way round the foot across and
through C to D:   
            RIGHT                                   cm                                  LEFT                                      cm



POST AND PACKING (UK only) 

Collection from Romsey HQ: Free Standard Delivery Evri Tracked: £4.50 first pair then £2 for
each additional pair ordered at the same time.  
Royal Mail 48 hour tracked: £6.50 first pair that £2 for each additional pair ordered at the same
time. 
Royal Mail next day tracked: £9.50 first pair that £2 for each additional pair ordered at the same
time. 
Non UK: Please enquire for a quote.

DESPATCH
We despatch the next working day if your order is in stock , otherwise allow approximately 28
days unless we advise you differently.

PRICES
We have reviewed our prices before publishing our new catalogue.  We reserve the right to
increase these prices, and will do our best to provide as much notice of price increases as
possible.
                                                                           
                                                                                   DESCRIPTIONS
Descriptions are correct at time of printing.  Colours may not be reproduced exactly in print.  
Please call at time of ordering form confirmation of this information is crucial to you.                                      

RETURNS POLICY
FIRST EXCHANGE FREE ON FULL PRICED ITEMS
If you would like to exchange a full priced order for an alternative you will not  incur any
charges on both the return postage and the exchange delivery postage.  Just use the label
provided.  Further exchanges will incur returns and delivery charges.  Sale items are excluded
from this free of charge exchange policy.

                                                                            NO QUIBBLE REFUND
Our policy is to refund shoes and boots purchased by mail order  that are returned unworn and
in their original packaging within 14 days of receipt.  This does not effect your statutory rights.

                                                              RETURN POSTAGE ON REFUNDS
If you don't want to exchange your shoes or boots and would prefer a refund, you can still use
the returns label provided.  Once we've received your return we will refund your price paid for
the shoes minus £3 per pair to cover the return postage and processing.  If you prefer you can
pay for your return postage and not use the label provided.  When returning please ask for proof
of postage and keep it safe in the event that we do not receive your parcel. 
The returns label is provided for returns made within the UK only.

PAYMENT
Payments can be made by Debit or Credit card excluding AMEX.  We are no longer able to take
payment by cheque.

Full Terms and Conditions are available on our website: www.narrowfitshoes.com

IMPORTANT INFORMATION

Special Feetures, 1 Horsefair Mews, Romsey, Hampshire.  SO51 8JG
Tel: 020 8398  8810 Email: info@specialfeetures.com

Web: www.narrowfitshoes.com

Please order in US Sizes.

We import most of our stock from
America, which is why we use

American Sizing. To ensure you
order the right size, check out this
fitting guide. Remember, we offer

half sizes too!


